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Abstract Due to the fuzziness of query speci�cation and media match-

ing, multimedia retrieval is conducted by ways of exploration. It is essential

to provide feedback so that users can visualize query reformulation alter-

natives and database content distribution. Since media matching is an ex-

pensive task, another issue is how to eÆciently support exploration so that

the system would not be overloaded by perpetual query reformulation. In
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this paper, we present a uniform framework to represent statistical infor-

mation of both semantics and visual metadata for images in the databases.

We propose the concept of query veri�cation, which evaluates queries us-

ing statistics, and provides users with feedback, including the strictness and

reformulation alternatives of each query condition as well as estimated num-

bers of matches. With query veri�cation, the system increases the eÆciency

of the multimedia database exploration for both users and the system. Such

statistical information is also utilized to support progressive query process-

ing and query relaxation.

Keywords. Multimedia database, exploration, query relaxation, pro-

gressive processing, selectivity statistics, human computer interaction.

1 Introduction

Query processing in multimedia databases is di�erent from query process-

ing in traditional database systems. Contents stored in traditional database

systems are generally precise and, as a result, query processing answers are

deterministic. On the other hand, in both document retrieval and image

retrieval, results are based on similarity calculations. In document retrieval,

documents are represented as keyword lists. To retrieve a document, infor-

mation systems compare keywords speci�ed by users with the documents'

keyword lists. Images, in a similar manner, are usually represented as media

features. However, image matching is carried out through comparing these

feature vectors. Comparison of these three types of query processing are
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Fig. 1 Multimedia databases: integration of traditional query processing, IR, and

image matching

illustrated at the top of Figure 1. We see that multimedia database query

processing is truly an integration of these three types of query processing.

An image consists of three types of information representing its contents:

visual features, structural layout (spatial relationships), and semantics of
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image objects, as shown at the bottom of Figure 1. A multimedia database

query requires similarity measures in all these aspects. For example, a query

may be posed as \retrieve images in which there is a woman to the right

of an object and the object is visually similar to the provided image". The

query results are a list of candidate images ranked by their aggregated

scores with degrees of uncertainty based on all above three aspects. Thus,

we view multimedia database query processing as a combination of (1) in-

formation retrieval notions described in [1] (exploratory querying, inexact

match, query re�nement) and (2) ORDBMS or OODBMS database notions

(recognition of speci�c concepts, variety of data types, spatial relationships

between objects).

In most of multimedia applications, supporting partial match capabil-

ity, in contrast to supporting only exact match functionalities in relational

DBMSs, is essential and desirable. There are two major reasons.

1. There may not be a reasonable number of images which match with the

user query. Figure 2(Query) shows the conceptual representation of the

above query. Figures 2(a), (b), (c), and (d) shows examples of candidate

images that may match this query. The numbers next to the objects in

these candidate images denote the similarity values for the object level

matching. The candidate image in Figure 2(a) satis�es object matching

conditions but its layout does not match user speci�cation. Figures 2(b)

and (d) satisfy image layout condition but objects do not perfectly match
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Fig. 2 Query Image and Candidates of Partial matches

the speci�cation. Figure 2(c) has structural and object matching with

low scores.

Note that in Figure 2(a), the spatial predicate, and in Figure 2(c), the

image similarity predicate for lake completely fail (i.e., the match is 0:0).

Such candidate images in general would not be returned by SQL/DBMS-

based image retrieval systems. Query relaxation to include such types of

partially matched images is needed.

2. The users may not be able to specify queries precisely or correctly due

to so called \word mismatch problem" described and studied in the �eld

of information retrieval[2]. Another reason for such misspeci�ed image

queries is that it is diÆcult for the users to describe a color or a shape

without ambiguity.

Due to the large volume of data, the unstructured or semistructured

nature of information, and the vagueness in the concept of a match, query-

ing multimedia databases should be conducted in an exploratory fashion

guided by system feedback. In other words, image retrieval should be per-

formed through computer human interaction (CHI). We de�ne a CHI explo-

ration cycle as a user query followed by a sequence of query reformulations

guided by the system for honing target images. In the design of a multi-
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media database system, along with the optimization of query processing,

we concentrate on the improvement of the speed of the image retrieval in a

whole CHI exploration cycle.

We view media retrieval as transitions of corresponding query result

space. By reformulating a query, the result space that a user sees is shifted

from one to another until the target result space is reached. We believe that

media retrieval process can be improved through well-designed computer

human interaction. Li et al.[4] introduced the concept of system facilitated

exploration, in which users interact with the multimedia database system to

reformulate queries. This approach is beyond browsing which is supported

by most existing systems. However, some drawback observed is that the

system can only provide feedback after query processing and feedback is

limited to semantics-based query criteria.

In this paper we present a new approach to media retrieval by system-

atically facilitating users to reformulate queries in the scope of the SEM-

COG Multimedia Database System[3] developed at NEC C&C Research

Laboratories in San Jose. SEMCOG provides query veri�cation function-

alities, which presents users various types of feedback regarding the query

and the database content to assist users in exploring multimedia databases

more eÆciently. The feedback includes (1) query reformulation alternatives

for both semantics- and visual characteristics-based query criteria; (2) esti-

mated number of matched images; and (3) database content distribution

related query conditions. With this information, users are facilitated to
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Fig. 3 Using multimedia statistics for facilitating query and exploration

\navigate" from current result space toward the target result space, rather

than ad-hoc trial and error on image-by-image basis. The facilitation allows

the users reformulate queries interactively based on system feedback and

query analysis.

To support such facilitation eÆciently, the system utilizes multimedia

content statistics. Using content statistics for result estimation and query

optimization has been studied for decades in the scope of traditional databases.

To extend it to multimedia contents is not an easy task. We develop a uni-

form framework for representing statistics for both textual and media data.

SEMCOG classi�es media objects into clusters based on semantics and vi-

sual characteristics. The number of images in each cluster is viewed as the
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selectivity for such criteria, which can be color, shape, or object position. In

Figure 3, a user issues a query image and speci�es one of the image objects

as Pro Golfer. Based on the selectivity values of media and semantics spec-

i�ed in the query, SEMCOG estimates the number of matching images and

provides alternative conditions, such as related semantic terms or similar

colors, for the user to reformulate the query. Based on the indexing scheme,

SEMCOG also supports automated query relaxation and progressive pro-

cessing to generate the top ranked results incrementally.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We �rst present back-

ground information about our system. In Sections 3 and 4, we describe the

schemes to compute the selectivity for semantics and visual characteristics

of multimedia contents. In Section 5, we present the usage of these indices

and selectivity values for (1) estimation of matching images; (2) automated

query relaxation; and (3) progressive processing. We also present experi-

mental results to estimate the eÆciency of image retrieval by clustering.

In Section 6, we review related work. In Section 7 we o�er our concluding

remarks.

2 Object-based Modeling and Query Language

In this section, we give a summary of modeling and language design in

SEMCOG. We only describe the material related to the work presented in

this paper. Additional information about the system architecture, language

syntax, and user interface can be found in [3].
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We view images as compound objects containing multiple component

objects and their spatial relationships. The semantic interpretation of an

object is its real world meaning. The visual interpretation of an object,

on the other hand, is what it looks like based on perception of human

or image matching engines. Our object extraction technique is based on

region-division. A region is de�ned as homogeneous (in terms of colors) and

continuous segments identi�ed in an image. SEMCOG stores and retrieves

atomic and compound objects. This enables the query veri�er to create

�ner granularity feedback: instead of returning feedback that encompasses

the whole image, the query veri�er can now return feedback that describes

alternatives for semantics, visual contents, and spatial relationships of the

constituent objects. In addition, the hierarchical structure of the image con-

tent allows the system to choose the level of feedback granularity depending

on the needs and inputs of the user. Furthermore, since the data model cap-

tures alternative semantic and visual representations and the corresponding

con�dence (or matching) values, the system can manipulate the objects for

query reformulation very naturally.

When an image is registered in SEMCOG, content-independent meta-

data, such as size, format, etc., are automatically extracted, while some

content-dependent metadata, such as semantics of images, cannot be ex-

tracted automatically. Figure 4 illustrates media object extraction and se-

mantics speci�cation in our system. On the left of the �gure, there is a

set of images. Regions in these images are extracted based on color homo-
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Fig. 4 Region and semantics speci�cation

geneities and segment continuities. The region extraction results are shown

to the user for veri�cation. In this example, for the second and third im-

ages, the user overrides the system's recommendation and speci�es proper

region segmentations. After con�rmation or modi�cation of the segments,

the user speci�es the semantics of each region using the tool shown in Fig-

ure 5. The segmented regions and the corresponding semantics and visual

characteristics are then stored in the database. Note that the number of the

regions identi�ed depends on the image content and the level of detail the

user requests. In SEMCOG, we set a constraint that the number of regions

for one level of the hierarchy must be less than or equal to 8.
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Fig. 5 Image object semantics speci�cation process

Like the data model used in SEMCOG, the Cognition and Semantics-

based Query Language, CSQL, used for image retrieval by SEMCOG, is

inherently suitable for query reformulation. CSQL consists of predicates

which correspond to di�erent levels of query strictness:

{ Semantics-based selection predicates. The following three predi-

cates can be used to describe di�erent levels of semantic relationships:

{ is: The is predicate returns true if and only if both arguments have

identical semantics (man vs. man).

{ is a: The is a predicate returns true if and only if the second argu-

ment is a generalization of the �rst one (car is a transportation).

{ s like: The s like (i.e. semantically like) predicate returns true if and

only if both arguments are semantically similar (man vs. male).

{ Cognition-based selection predicate: The cognition-based predi-

cate introduced in CSQL is i like (i.e. image like). In fact, i like is a

combination of group of feature-speci�c predicates, such as i like hist
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and i like shape. If the user speci�es i like, then SEMCOG uses all pos-

sible features and returns a single, merged similarity value. The cor-

responding weights of the features are assumed to be set by the user

earlier. Alternatively, users can specify a conjunction of feature-speci�c

predicates along with the corresponding weights. SEMCOG uses only

the speci�ed features along with the speci�ed weights to identify the

�nal similarity value.

{ Spatial relationship-based selection predicate: CSQL supports

the following spatial predicates: above, and below, to the right of, and

to the left of.

By de�nition, the s like and i like predicates act as implicit query re-

laxation tools: they let non-exact matches in the result. Furthermore, the

query veri�er can explicitly relax the query by changing the constant terms

in a given query, as done by many relaxation systems, as well as by changing

semantic, visual, and spatial predicates. Complete syntax de�nitions of the

CSQL query language is described in [3].

3 Semantics Indexing and Selectivity Construction

As is the case in most database systems, SEMCOG periodically collects

database statistics for query optimization purposes. One unique usage of im-

age object semantics selectivity statistics in SEMCOG is to use the statistics

to recommend query reformulation alternatives to users, estimate numbers
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of matches, and automated query relaxation. In this section, we describe

the indexing schemes for semantics selectivity values.

3.1 Semantics Selectivity Statistics

In SEMCOG, semantics are indexed within a hierarchical structure as shown

in Figure 6. This structure bene�ts from the relationships between di�erent

predicates and their results in improving the utilization of database statis-

tics. Figure 6 shows a hierarchical structure for semantic selectivity for ob-

jects related to transportation. This hierarchical structure is constructed by

consulting with an on line dictionary, WordNet[5]. Two important uses of

the hierarchical structure are as follows: (1) some predicates can be trans-

lated into a disjunction of other predicates. For example, ISA(vehicle,X) can

be translated into a disjunction of IS(car,X), IS(truck,X), and IS(bus,X);

and (2) clustered predicates can be reformulated from/to each other. For

example, IS(car,X) can be reformulated horizontally to S-LIKE(car,X) or

vertically to ISA(vehicle,X) or ISA(transportation,X).
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Hierarchically structured indexing takes advantage of the �rst prop-

erty above. In order to provide quick response time, we build indices for

each predicate. There are two types of predicates: basic and derived pred-

icates. All IS() predicates are basic predicates, while S-LIKE() and ISA()

predicates are derived. As shown in Figure 7, ISA(vehicle,X) can be de-

rived from a disjunction of IS(car,X), IS(truck,X). Similarly, IS(bus,X) and

ISA(transportation,X) can be derived from a disjunction of ISA(vehicle,X),

IS(bicycle,X), and IS(airplane,X).

The semantic index construction is done in two steps: We �rst build

indices for basic predicates. We call this type of indices physical (or direct)

indices. For instance, in the above example, indices for IS(car,X), IS(bus,X),

and IS(truck,X) are physical pointers pointing to corresponding objects.

Then, we build indices for derived predicates. These indices, on the other

hand, are logical. As shown in Figure 7, the index for ISA(vehicle,X) is a

logical index for tuples whose semantics are car, truck, or bus. However,
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the physical index consists of only three pointers pointing to the physical

indices of IS(car,X), IS(car,X), and IS(truck,X). Similarly, S-LIKE(car,X)

consists of only two physical pointers while logically consists of pointers to

all objects whose semantics are truck or bus.

3.2 Semantic Relevance

Relevant semantics and their selectivity are used for dealing with the word

mismatch problems (i.e. authors and users may use di�erent vocabularies).

We build the relevant semantics database by collecting all the relevant terms

associated with the semantic terms speci�ed in the database. For a given

word, the system retrieves its hypernyms, synonyms, and holonyms whose

\similarity" (word distance) is within a given threshold.

For example, for the word \person", by consulting WordNet, we �nd a

long list of terms which are relevant to \person", including man, woman,

human, and child. Suppose that the database contains a set of objects whose

semantics are man, woman, and human, but there is no object whose se-

mantics is speci�ed as person or child. Our system can provide feedback

showing that the term person does not exist in the database and provides

the user with alternative terms which are relevant to person and exist in

the database. In this example, the system can show the user alternative

terms for IS(person,X) as IS(man,X), IS(woman,X), and ISA(human,X).

Note that SEMCOG does not need to show the user the term child since

there will not be a match for a query to retrieve images containing a child.
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System feedback also includes term and predicate similarity values and

selectivity values of each alternatives. The calculation of selectivity val-

ues is shown in Figure 6. WordNet[5], provides semantic distance[6], 0:0 �

Distance(�; �) � 1:0, for given two terms � and �. Although the distance

values are arguable, we leave this task to domain experts in the �eld of

linguistics. We compute the similarities between di�erent predicates, based

on the term distance values returned by the dictionary, as follows:

{ Similarity between IS(�,X) and IS(�,X'),1 where � and � are two terms,

is 1 � Distance(�; �). The similarity between IS(�,X) and IS(�,X') is

de�ned as the average similarity of pairs of terms, t1 and t2, where t1

satis�es IS(�,X) and t2 satis�es IS(�,X'). Since the only term which

satis�es IS(�,X) is � and since the only term which satis�es IS(�,X') is

�, the similarity of the predicates is equal to the similarity of � and �,

which is, by de�nition, 1�Distance(�; �).

{ Similarity between IS(�,X) and S-LIKE(�,X'), where � is a term, is
P

n

i=1
(1�Distance(�;si))

n
;

n is the number of terms semantically similar to (or synonym of) �

and each si (1 � i � n) is such a term. Such a similarity value can

be used for query reformulation from, for instance, from IS(car,X) to

S-LIKE(car,X'). In this example, si 2 ftruck; bus; : : :g.

1 X and X 0 are the same variables, but their corresponding tuples which satisfy

the predicates are di�erent due to query reformulation from IS(�,X) and IS(�,X').

We use the same notation in the rest of this sub-section.
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{ Similarity between IS(�,X) and ISA(�,X') is

P
m

i=1
(1�Distance(�;si))

m
; �

and � are two terms and � is a hyponym of � and m is the number of hy-

pernyms (excluding �) of � and each si (1 � i � m) is a hypernyms (dif-

ferent from �) of X 0. Such a similarity value can be used for query refor-

mulation from, for instance, from IS(car,X) and IS-A(transportation,X').

In this example, � = transportation and si 2 ftruck; bus; airplane; : : :g.

3.3 Semantics Cooccurrence

Note that all of cooccurring object instances can be computed in real time.

We store a subset of cooccurring object instances which are of higher fre-
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quency as indices in order to provide fast response for computer human

interaction.

SEMCOG maintains two-object cooccurrence statistics. This informa-

tion is used for providing feedback when the user speci�es an object with a

given semantics and wants to know what other objects are also in the same

image. Note that all of cooccurring object instances can be computed in real

time. We store a subset of cooccurring object instances which are of higher

frequency as indices in order to provide fast response for computer human

interaction. Note that our system uses object cooccurrence information as

feedback to show users what objects are in the same image as the object

they specify. To pre-compute and store all object cooccurrence instances

is not necessary since showing users the cooccurring objects with higher

frequency is suÆcient for the feedback purposes.

Let's denote Ii;j = Cooccurring(Keywordi;Keywordj) as the total

number of times that Keywordi and Keywordj co-occur in the same image

in the database. The Y-axis of Figure 8 denotes
P

8i;j such that Ii;j=X
Ii;j .

The �gure shows that most Ii;js have small values. This allows us to drop

Cooccurring(Keywordi;Keywordj) if its corresponding value Ii;j is less

than a pre-set threshold. In our example database containing 15000 images,

by dropping Cooccurring(Keywordi;Keywordj) if its value is less than 3,

we reduce the total number of Cooccurring(Keywordi;Keywordj) entries

by 92% while retaining 78% of the cooccurring object instances (i.e.
P

Ii;j).
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Fig. 9 DiÆculty in �nding cluster centers

This technique allows us to reduce cooccurring object entries substantially

while keeping all necessary instances as indices to provide feedback.

4 Image Indexing and Selectivity Construction

In the previous section, we described the indexing schemes and selectiv-

ity construction for the semantic information contained within images. In

this section, we present the indexing schemes and selectivity construction

mechanisms we use for visual information, i.e., colors and shapes. During

the image registration phase, the system extracts the visual characteristics

of the images. Based on these visual characteristics, the system �nds one

or more clusters which matches the given image the best and places it in

these clusters. The classi�cation results, cluster centers (i.e. representative

images) and the number of members in each cluster, are used as selectivity

values. With such an approach, we provide a uniform framework of selec-
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tivity for both semantics and visual characteristics for providing feedback

or query processing.

4.1 Challenges in Image Clustering

Ideally, image selectivity can be calculated using the following steps (as how

it is calculated in traditional text only databases): (1) cluster images based

on colors and shapes into categories; say, Cluster1 � � � Clusterm; (2) select

an image Ii with representative colors and shapes for each cluster Clusteri

where i is between 1 and m. The number of images in Clusteri, Si, can be

viewed as selectivity for colors and shapes represented by Ii; and for a given

image I , we can estimate the number of matching images by comparing

colors and shapes between I and Ii. Si is the estimated number of matching

images if I matches with Ii above a pre-determined threshold for color and

shape similarity.

In reality, however, it is diÆcult to select representative visual character-

istics, especially shape, for clustering images. For example, Figure 9 shows

a cluster of similar images. In this case, the images labeled 1 and 2, and the

images labeled 3 and 4 are similar based on colors while the images labeled

2 and 3 are similar based on shapes. In this case, it is hard to choose the

representative image since similarity is not transitive in general. We may

select the image labeled 2 as the representative image, it is not an ideal one.

In many cases, a reasonable representative image for a cluster of images may

not exist.
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Fig. 10 Region/Color extraction, mapping, and image classi�cation

To overcome these diÆculties, we take an alternative approach as follows:

(1) classify images based on colors and shapes separately while providing a

uniform viewpoint in classi�cation; and (2) synthesize, rather than select,

representative images (i.e., template colors and shapes) to form clusters.

Next, we present the classi�cation schemes based on colors, followed by the

schemes based on shapes.
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4.2 Color-based Image Classi�cation

Our system �rst extracts major colors from each image. In the current im-

plementation, up to 8 major colors are extracted from each image although

the number of major colors can be an arbitrary number. Our system maps

each image color to HLS (Hue, Lightness, and Saturation) space and uses

the locations of these points in the HLS space for classi�cation. This is

shown at the top of Figure 10. In this example, seven major colors are ex-

tracted from the image man boat.gif and are mapped to the HLS space. In

the bottom of Figure 10, we show three clusters in which man boat.gif is

classi�ed based on color similarity. Note that man boat.gif is highlighted

in these clusters. There are total of seven clusters in which man boat.gif is

classi�ed into. The number of members in a cluster for a given color is the

selectivity value for such color.

For image retrieval, the user speci�es colors and a threshold for color sim-

ilarity. Based on the color clustering hierarchy, our system �nds the cluster

or clusters whose colors match with the speci�ed colors. Figure 10 shows an

example output for image retrieval based on the color clustering. Currently,

128 colors and black are used as templates in our implementation for im-

age classi�cation by color. The number of template colors required depends

on the applications, color distributions, and complexity in image collection.

The system administrator can control the maximum cluster diameter by

adjusting the color similarity threshold.
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Fig. 11 Color-based cluster hierarchy

In Figure 11, the cluster diameter of the level 1 clustering is smaller

than the cluster diameter of the level 2. As the cluster diameter gets larger,

the precision of the classi�cation decreases. The clustering scheme brings

together those colors that are closer to each other to form higher levels of

the hierarchy. This color classi�cation hierarchy assists SEMCOG in the

query-relaxation task by providing alternative colors. It also contributes to

the query processing by providing color selectivities. Note the similarity be-

tween the hierarchical structure for colors in Figure 11 and the hierarchical

structure for semantics in Figure 6. In Figure 11, we can view that there are

seven level 1 color clusters with the \ISA COLOR OF level 2 color cluster"

relationship. Such a color clustering hierarchical structure is used for both

query relaxation and progressive processing described later in Subsections

5.3 and 5.4.

4.3 Shape-based Image Classi�cation

Shape similarity is rather hard and ambiguous to de�ne. Our approach to

shape-based image classi�cation is to identify a set of template shapes and
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Fig. 12 Shape templates for image clustering

classify images to clusters based on similarity between the major shapes in

images and the template shapes provided. In the current implementation, 45

template shapes are de�ned as shown in Figure 12. These template shapes

are are given by the system designers based on applications. Major shapes

are extracted from images as follows:

{ For an image I , we match it with 45 template shapes,

T = ftemplate shapeij1 � i � 45g:

The similarity between the image I and template shapei is

shape similarity(I; template shapei):

{ The major shapes, T 0, of the image I is a subset of T , such that for every

template shapej 2 T
0, the value of shape similarity(I; template shapej)

is greater than a threshold. The primary shape is de�ned as

template shapepr 2 T
0
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Fig. 13 Image classi�cation based on shapes

such that

shape similarity(I; template shapepr) =

max(fshape similarity(I; template shapej)jtemplate shapej 2 T
0g).

Based on these template shapes, images are classi�ed into up to 45

clusters. As was the case in color-based classi�cation, each image may be

assigned to multiple clusters. Examples of clustering results are shown in

Figure 13.
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Fig. 14 Matching images with primary objects

4.4 Classi�cation based on Primary Objects

The classi�cation process based on primary objects involves two steps. In

the �rst step, we calculate the similarity between the primary objects and

image metadata. The �nal step is to categorize the images. Since the object

in an image may be located in various places within the image, several sets

of query images are created by shifting the location of the primary objects.

Our boundary comparison algorithms consider shifting factors in matching

boundaries of nearby objects. This can be used to reduce image matching

time with a larger shifting step for boundary comparison globally. In our

current implementation, shifted images are created for every 15classi�es im-

ages based on the composition of the object, the system uses the primary

objects without shifting in the image. We have designed the matching algo-

rithms by considering the local correlation among the blocks of the image.

The procedure is illustrated in Figure 14.

In this process, the system divides a target metadata Ut = fuijg and

a primary object V = fvijg into several blocks (rectangular partitions

or grid). Each local block size is f � g. Each local block is shifted in 2-
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dimensional (2D) direction near the same position of the metadata to �nd

the best match position. Because of this 2D direction shifting, the system

matches the object located in di�erent positions. Even if the object in the

metadata includes some noise and additional lines, or the size of the object

is di�erent, these errors may not inuence any other local blocks because

of the small matching size. We calculate the correlation abCÆ�, between the

local blocks, abU and abV by shifting abV by Æ vertically and Æ horizontally.

abCÆ� =

f(a+1)�1X

r=fa

g(b+1)�1X

s=gb

(�Urs �Vr+Æ;s+�+�Urs �Vr+Æ;s+��Urs+Vr+Æs+ �)

(1)

Here, coeÆcients �; �;  are the control parameters used to estimate

matching and mismatching patterns. We calculate the similarity values be-

tween primary objects and metadata Ct, as follows:

Ct =
XX

max(abCÆ�) (2)

If there is no boundary lines on the speci�c pixels in the query images,

we can derive one of the two conclusions. Either no boundary line exists,

or none have been speci�ed for that region. For the classi�cation based on

the primary objects, we apply the second strategy. The system focuses on

the basic lines of the primary object and ignores other parts. We normalize

the similarity based on the pixel number of the lines in the primary object

NLp. We de�ne the similarity values between the metadata and the primary
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object St as follows:

St =
Ct

NLp

(3)

This algorithm evaluates the similarity using each line element as a unit.

It is possible to evaluate the similarity even when the boundary lines are

detected partially.

The next step in this process is to determine the category of the image.

After the matching procedure, the maximum value of the similarity between

every image created by shifting primary objects and the image is used to

determine whether such an image contains the primary object. Thus our

technique supports location-independent identi�cation of primary object in

an image. If the similarity between the primary object and the boundary

image is greater than a certain threshold, the image is determined to contain

the primary object and is classi�ed into that primary object category. By

adjusting the threshold value, the system designer can control the number

of images classi�ed under one primary object.

4.5 Creation of Statistics Using Image Classi�cation

To store the statistics for estimating numbers of matching images, SEMCOG

uses one table for the upper bounds and the other table for the lower bounds.

In these tables, the rows and columns correspond to colors and shapes,

respectively. At each slot in the table, there is an integer which denotes the

number of images which contain the corresponding color and shape (Figures

15 and 16). Since we employ 129 template colors and 45 template shapes,
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these two tables are 129 by 45. Note that in Figure 15, all major colors and

shapes are used. On the other hand, in Figure 16, only the primary color and

shape are used. Using these two tables, SEMCOG estimates the maximum

and minimum number of matches for a given query image as follows:

{ Calculation of maximum number of matches: As illustrated in Figure 15,

we identify all the major shapes and colors in images. In the example of

the Golden Gate Bridge image, color04, color06, color34, shape03,

and shape06 are extracted. We sum the values in the slots

(color04; shape03), (color06; shape03), (color34; shape03),

(color04; shape06), (color06; shape06), and (color34; shape06)

to �nd the maximum number of possible matches (i.e. 168). Note that

this estimation is based on the assumption that the images in the result

will correspond to one and only one shape-color pair in the image; oth-

erwise, we would be over-estimating the number of matches. However,

this assumption is valid for the calculation of the maximum number of

matches.

{ Calculation of minimum number of matches: The system identi�es the

primary color and shape from the given image and use the correspond-

ing color-shape slot for the minimum number of matches. As shown in

Figure 16, the system locates the value in the slot (color06; shape03), 21

as the estimated minimum number of matches for the given image. This

approach is based on the assumption that the given image has only one

major shape (i.e. its primary shape). This is the lower bound of number
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of matching images. Since there may be more then one equally likely

color and shape combinations due to the fact that this is a similarity-

based computation, the system may locate multiple slots. We use the

minimum value among them as the minimum number of matches.

5 Using Statistics for Facilitating Multimedia Database

Exploration

In Sections 3 and 4 we present the schemes for constructing selectivity

statistics for semantics-based and media-based predicates. In this section,

we describe how the two statistics are integrated and used for multimedia

database exploration and automated query reformulation. We start with the

functionalities of query veri�cation followed by its underlying techniques.

5.1 Providing Feedback for Query Reformulation

We �rst use an example query, shown in Figure 17, involving both semantics-

based and media-based predicates to illustrate the feedback provided by our

system. The speci�c tasks performed by the query veri�er are as follows:

{ Estimating number of matching images and query predicate selectivity

analysis:Query veri�er provides the maximum, minimum, and estimated

numbers of matches for the query, in the small panel located in the

middle of the query interface. With this feedback, the user knows that

if he/she should relax or re�ne the query. Users can view the detailed

analysis of each query predicate by clicking the Show button on the
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right side of the panel. The strictness of query criteria depends on its

selectivity. This is shown in Figure 17(b). These selectivity values are

pre-computed. Note that the statistics of selectivity values are used for

the matching image estimation purpose and they are used for image

retrieval when fast response is crucial.

{ System feedback for semantics-based predicates: For each semantic con-

dition, the user interface provides (1) a set of alternatives; (2) similarity

between each alternative condition and initial condition; and (3) selec-

tivity of the alternative condition. Figure 17(c) shows system feedback

for the conditions is(man). The system also provides feedback for ob-

ject co-occurrence relationship. Figure 17(f) shows system feedback on

objects which are in the same image as man. With this information,

the user knows not only the fact some images do contain both man and

transportation (i.e. car and bicycle) but also the distribution and se-

lectivity of objects which are in the same images with a man, such as

car, bicycle, woman, and house.

{ System feedback for media-based predicates: For each visual-based con-

dition, the user is provided with alternative colors and shapes. Figures

17(d) and 17(e) shows the system feedback for alternative colors and

shapes. The feedback also includes similarity between the alternative

colors and shapes and the colors and shapes of car.gif and their cor-

responding selectivity. This selectivity is pre-computed through image

classi�cation by color and shape as described in Section 4.
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5.2 Estimating the Number of Matches for Feedback Generation

In Figure 17, we illustrate the query veri�cation functionalities. These func-

tionalities are supported using multimedia content selectivity statistics to

avoid expensive query processing. In this subsection, we describe these

schemes in detail.

Let us assume that a user speci�es a query to retrieve images containing

at least two objects: man and an object whose visual characteristics is similar

to car.gif. We assume that the multimedia content statistics are as follows:

{ The total number of images is 50.

{ The images in the database contain at most two objects. We simplify

this example for ease of illustration.

{ The number of matches for the conditions

containing two objects, is(man,X), and i like(car.gif,Y)

are known to be 66, 27, and 18 respectively.

{ The total number of objects is 83.

Since, the maximum number of objects in a given image is two, there

is no di�erence between the number of images which contain at least two

object and the number of images which contain exactly two objects. Note,

on the other hand, that in our system, there is a di�erence between the

number of images which contains two objects and the number of matches

for the query \images containing two objects". The number of matches is

twice the number of images since there are two matches for each image.
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Therefore, there are 33 (i.e. 66=2) images containing exactly two objects

and 17 (i.e. 50� 33) images containing exactly one object.

Using the above information, we compute the expected, maximum, and

minimum number of matches for the above query as follows:

5.2.1 Expected Number of Matches Assuming that the semantics of image

objects are uniformly-distributed, the estimated number of matches, based

on probabilities, is

P (there are two objects in the image)�

P (one object is man and the other object looks like car:gif j

there are two objects in the image).

To solve the above probability, we need a conditional probability for the

second term. However, we do not have this information in the given set of se-

lectivity values. We calculate its approximated value as 2�selectivity(man)�

selectivity(car:gif). Hence, the approximate probability, for our example,

is 33
50 �2�

27
83 �

18
83 = 0:093, or the expected number of images satisfying the

query is 50� 0:093 = 4:65.

5.2.2 Minimum and Maximum Numbers of Matches We denote the follow-

ing selectivity functions: (1) the image selectivity function for the condition

containing exact N objects as ObjectContainmentImageSelectivity(N); (2)

the object selectivity function for the semantics-based condition S as Object

SemanticsSelectivity(S); and (3) the object selectivity function for the
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cognition-based condition C as ObjectCognitionSelectivity(C). In this ex-

ample,

{ ObjectContainmentImageSelectivity(2),

{ ObjectContainmentImageSelectivity(1),

{ ObjectSemanticsSelectivity(is(man)), and

{ ObjectCognitionSelectivity(i� like(car:gif))

are required. The maximum number of matches is the minimum value of

the object semantics selectivity; 18 in this example. In Figure 18, three bars

are used to represent selectivity for is(man), i like(car:gif), and estimated

number of matching images for this query. The maximum number of matches

is illustrated in Figure 18(a), where the overlap area of the bars for is(man)

and i like(car:gif) is maximized.

Assuming that the objects with certain semantics are uniformly dis-

tributed in images, the minimum number of matching images can be com-

puted as follows:

�(
P

ObjectSemanticsSelectivity +
P

ObjectCognitionSelectivity)

�
P

2

N=1
(ObjectContainmentImageSelectivity(N))

if
P

2

N=1
ObjectContainmentImageSelectivity(N) <

(
P

ObjectSemanticsSelectivity +
P

ObjectCognitionSelectivity).

This is illustrated in Figure 18(b) as if the total number of images was 37,

instead of 50.

� 0

if
P

2

N=1
ObjectContainmentImageSelectivity(N) �
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(
P

ObjectSemanticsSelectivity +
P

ObjectCognitionSelectivity).

This is illustrated in Figure 18(c).

The minimum number of matching images for this example is 0 because

ObjectContainmentImageSelectivity(2)+

ObjectContainmentImageSelectivity(1) = 33 + 17 >

ObjectSemanticsSelectivity(is(man))+

ObjectCognitionSelectivity(i� like(car:gif)) = 27 + 18

Note that without the assumption of the objects with certain semantics are

uniformly-distributed in images, the minimum number of matching images

would be either 1 or 0; which is not meaningful for users. We illustrate

this in Figures 18(d) and 18(e). Based on the above formula, the system

calculates and provides users with the feedback on the expected, maximum,

and minimum numbers of matching images as 4:65, 18, and 0 respectively.

To generalize the formula presented above, for a query associated with

M objects and M conditions on databases with images containing at most

two objects, the minimum number of matching images can be computed as

follows:

�(
P

ObjectSemanticsSelectivity +
P

ObjectCognitionSelectivity)

�
P
M

N=1
(ObjectContainmentImageSelectivity(N))

if
P
M

N=1
ObjectContainmentImageSelectivity(N) <

(
P

ObjectSemanticsSelectivity +
P

ObjectCognitionSelectivity).

� 0

if
P
M

N=1
ObjectContainmentImageSelectivity(N) �
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(
P

ObjectSemanticsSelectivity +
P

ObjectCognitionSelectivity).

5.3 Usage in Automated Query Relaxation

In Figure 17, we illustrate how the system use statistics and indices of visual

and semantic characterisitcs of image database contents to assist users in

reforumulate queries in an interactive mode fashion. Alternatively, if users

prefer, the system can automatically and incrementally reformulate queries

until there are suÆcient results. The system chooses the most relevant al-

ternative conditions in respect to the original condition. Such relevancy is

calculated during the semantics indexing (Section 3) and image clsutering

(Section 4) phases. The relevance of two semantics-based conditions is cal-

culated using the formula presented in Section 3.2. The relevance of two

media-based conditions is calculated based on feature set (e.g., color his-

togram, texture, shape, etc) of two conditions. As summaried in Section 2,

our modeling and language are object-based and thus our system can sup-

port query reformulation at a �ner granularity. The query language used

in SEMCOG can be viewed as a logic-based language consisting of a single

rule of the form

Q(Y1; : : : ; Yn) D1 ^D2 ^ : : : ^Dd:

where Y1; : : : ; Yn are free variables and D1; ::; Dd are disjunctions that con-

sist of predicates ,P1; : : : ; Pp, their negations, :P1; : : : ;:Pp, variables, X1,

X2,: : :, Xn, and constants. There are d possible query reformulation options
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by changing only one condition (i.e. predicate). We denote the query whose

m th predicate (i.e. Predicate from) is reformulated to Predicate to as

Qm(Y1; : : : ; Yn) D1 ^D2 ^ : : : Dm�1 ^ Predicate to ^Dm+1 : : : ^Dd:

Note that for the results of Qm(Y1; : : : ; Yn) ranked with a score S(Qm), they

should be ranked as

similarity(Predicate from; Predicate to)) � S(Qm)

for the original query Q. Thus, the value of

similarity(Predicate from; Predicate to)

can be viewed as penalty for the ranking scores of results of reformulated

queries. For query reformulation involved k predicates, the penalty for the

ranking scores are

Y

i=1:::k

similarity(Predicate fromi; P redicate toi):

This value can be used to show the users for visualizing how di�erent the

alternatives are from the original query criteria, or they can be used for

automatic query relaxation as discussed next.

Let us assume that a user submits a query to retrieve images containing

a man and a car. If there are no matches or very few matches, SEMCOG

can automatically reformulate the initial query. In the given example, the

system may alter the query to retrieve images which contain a man with a

bus, a woman with a car, or a woman with a bus.
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Let us assume that the similarity values among related predicates are as

follows:

{ Similarity between is(car) and is(bus) is 0:8

{ Similarity between is(man) and is(woman) is 0:7.

The matching value for the images containing a car and a man is 1 (these

images match the original query criterion perfectly). On the other hand,

the results for the relaxed queries are subject to a \penalty". The images

generated by the reformulated queries and the relevance of the results are

as follows:

{ Images containing a man and a bus: 0:8

{ Images containing a woman and a car: 0:7

{ Images containing a woman and a bus: 0:56 (i.e. 0:8 � 0:7). Note that

we multiply the degrees of relevance because these two conditions are

associated by an AND operator.

5.4 Progressive Processing

In this section, we introduce multi-level classi�cation and apply it for pro-

gressive query processing, which can be viewed as a more intelligent way for

automated query relaxation presented in Subsection 5.3. Figure 19 shows

the multi-level classi�cation based on similarities. In Figure 19, the system

de�nes multiple levels of clustering based on a primary object: Class1 is

more relevant than Class2 and Class2 is more relevant than Class3. Using

this hierarchy, the system can perform a proximity search, which is suitable
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for navigation, by join operations on the image IDs of each clusters. In the

given example, the user speci�es a query image with the two primary ob-

jects, Shape30 and Color48. Images in the �rst class for both Shape30 and

Color48 clusters have the highest scores (i.e. �rst rank candidates). Images

in the �rst class for Shape30 and the second class for Color48 and the image

in the second class Shape30 and the �rst class for Color48 have the second

highest scores (i.e. second rank candidates). With this property, for a query

to retrieve top K results, our system can generate candidates in the �rst

classes, followed by generating candidates in the second classes progressively

until the total number of candidates reach K. Similarly, if the user speci�es

that the shape is more important than the color in image matching; the

system generates results in (class1; class2) before (class2; class1).

5.5 Evaluation of the Image Retrieval by Clustering

We have presented many usage for statistics of multimedia contents. Many

require user usability, which is in the �eld of CHI. Here we present an

experimental study to evaluate our classi�cation technique in the aspects

of the reduction of search space versus recall ratio. The ideal classi�cation

is that the search space can be reduced while the recall is maintained at a

satisfactory level.

In this experiment, 15032 photographs are used. We �rst classify images

using 45 shape primary objects and 129 color primary objects. Note that

these primary objects are de�ned for a general-purpose image collection
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and are not specialized for this particular image set. The size of clusters can

be adjusted by the threshold values for the similarity between images and

primary objects. The larger is the similarity threshold value used, the more

search space can be reduced. However, there is a higher chance that the

recall may drop. In this experiment, we set the threshold value as 0:6.2 We

issued 6928 queries to search (1) all 15032 images, and (2) only the images

classi�ed into the same categories as the query image. We then compared

the top 5 query results for two schemes. If these two schemes generate the

same query results, the scheme which searches only clusters gains substantial

search space reduction while maintaining the perfect recall. If the scheme

which searches only clusters generates only 4 out of 5 images generated by

the scheme which matches with all 15032 images, the recall is 80%.

In this experiment, our approach of image retrieval based on clustering

can reduce the search space by 76% while maintaining 73% of initial recall

of performing image matching on all 15032 images. We do �nd 27% loss of

recall in our experiments. Since our system performs image matching based

on clustering mainly for the purpose of fast response time for navigation, in

which fast response time is more important than perfect recall. For image

retrieval by query, the system can perform image matching on all 15032

images. Our approach provides more exible image database exploration.

2 The similarity values are normalized scores between 0 and 1. The similarity

calculation function and normalization procedure are described in [3].
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6 Related Work

One approach such as [7,8], is to create feature vectors for representing

the visual characteristics. Similarity between two images is determined by

calculating the distances between the vectors of a query image and each of

the images in the database. The attribute values are assigned to the whole

images. Each attribute values has less semantic meanings and it is diÆcult

for users to understand the contribution of the values. It is very hard to

integrate these visual characteristics with the semantics tightly. This whole

image-based image modeling is not suitable to re�ne the parameters based

on the retrieval

Another approach is to extract regions or blocks from images based on

color continuities and shapes. [9{11] Image similarity is calculated using

the spatial information of these regions. However, they mainly focus on

the image matching capability and not focus on the integration with the

semantics. [12] extracts object from images and store them as Semcons.

Users can navigate based on both semantic and visual characteristics at

the object level. However, this method assumes that the object extraction

and semantic assignment are performed completely manually. On the other

hand, SEMCOG can perform object extraction automatically using region

division methods based on colors and shapes.

Research in [7{12] mainly addresses the matching/retrieving capabili-

ties and does not address the feedback from the query and re�nement of

the query based on the system feedback. SCORE[13] focuses on the use
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of a re�ned ER model to represent the contents of pictures. It calculates

the similarity values based on these ER representations. SCORE manages

the similarity based on the semantics, however, does not support image-

matching capability.

Many techniques have been proposed for image clustering. [14] focuses

on the color information. They extract color values from images and map

them onto the HLS color spaces. Based on the resulting clusters, users can

access image directories or �lter out of the images for searching. [15] focuses

on the clustering of shape similarity. Based-on the multi-scale analysis, it

extracts the hierarchical structure of shape. According to this hierarchical

structure, it attempts to provide more e�ective search capabilities. Many of

the methods described in "Image Retrieval", also propose the classi�cation

methods using their matching criteria. QBIC [16] clusters images using fea-

ture vectors. [11] extracts the objects from the images based on the color

and texture. Using the combination of extracted objects (BLOB) and their

attributes (top two colors and texture) they try to categorize the images

into several groups.

Most of existing work focuses on image clustering and retrieval tasks.

Our work aims at providing more eÆcient multimedia database exploration

in terms of usability, system load, and response time. To support such utility,

we present a uniform framework to represent the statistics for both textual

data (i.e. semantics) and visual characteristics. Our work is unique and novel

in these respect.
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7 Conclusions

Retrieval in multimedia databases is di�erent from traditional database

query processing since it is based on similarity calculation for media and

semantics comparisons. In this paper we present a system SEMCOG which

supports a new approach to media retrieval by systematically facilitating

users to reformulate queries. Our approach is to use semantic and visual

indices and selectivity values to provide various system feedbacks to assist

users in reformulating queries. We describe a uniform framework to repre-

sent statistics for both semantics and visual characteristics of images. Based

on such statistics, our system also performs automated query relaxation by

choosing the most relevant colors, shapes, or object semantics to reformulate

users' queries incrementally until there is a reasonable number of candidates

in the answer set. We also present experimental results of evaluating the ef-

�ciency of image retrieval based on clustering. Additional evaluation related

to usability in the scope of CHI is left as future work.

The contributions and novelty of this work include: (1) a framework

for multimedia database exploration through computer-human interaction

based query cycle; (2) techniques for generating and maintaining selectivity

values for both semantics- and visual-based predicates and using them for

estimating query results without expensive query processing; (3) schemes

for interactive and automated incremental query reformulation; and (4)

schemes supporting progressive query processing for image retrieval.
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Fig. 15 Upper bound of estimated number of matching images

Fig. 16 Lower bound of estimated number of matching images
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(a)

(c)
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(e)

(f)

Fig. 17 Multimedia database query speci�cation with system feedback
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Fig. 18 Maximum and minimum numbers of matches
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Fig. 19 Progressive Query Processing


